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The Governance, Risk Management and Compliance FOPA Framework
Therefore, GRC F-O-P-A certification is:
 an essential part of organisational processes
 part of the management assessment process
 dynamic, iterative and response to a change
 focuses clearly on uncertainty
 systematic, structured and timely
 based on the best available data and information
 simple but documented to be measured and

managed.
 takes account of human and cultural factors
 transparent and universal
 facilitates continuous improvement and

strengthening of the organization

Some certification schemes exist for
products, systems, solutions, services and
organisations, but there is no unified or
combined certification available for
Governance, Risk Management, Compliance
(GRC) processes and issues. This gap makes
it difficult to understand what is finally
required to make all corporate processes,
principles policies consistently secure.
Therefore, we have developed the GRC FOPA
certification as a GRC meta-scheme. This
GRC meta-scheme will encompass some
GRC issues that combine the corporate
schemes including the various GRC
components, process and services. The
certification evaluates the level of confidence
in the GRC process, IT or cybersecurity,
product, system, solution, service or
organisation. These levels represent the level
of trust and the scope of GRC functionality of
the seminar or item that is certified.

Good Governance often refers to some soft
contents in laws, regulations, procedures,
implicit rules, mandates, best and voluntary
practices that can help companies to create
values, perform efficiently and maximise
long-term value for all stakeholders. The F-OP-A approach to Good Governance further
focuses on global accountability,
transparency and fairness in operations and
making proper disclosures and provide risk
and compliance exposure in the company.
The concept of Risk Management plays a role
to identify the elements of risk prevention
and risk mitigation that results in risk
intelligence. Risks involve no legal
consequences until the actual event occurs
and massive risk should not be allowed to
happen without identification. On the other
hand, you need to take calculated risks to
improve performance.
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